February 13, 2020

Dear Parents:

This letter is to inform you about a verbal threat that was made by a student at the Anna Education Center today. Anna ISD is committed to the safety and education of all our students. We also want to clearly communicate with parents about safety issues when they arise.

The AEC Administration and Anna ISD Police Department investigated the threat and determined it was necessary to arrest the student. At no time were our students in danger, as this was a verbal threat.

Upon completion of the district’s investigation, Board policy and the Student Code of Conduct will determine future education placement for the student.

The District appreciates the swift and appropriate response by the AEC administrators and the Anna ISD officers.

Safety is our top priority in Anna ISD and all threats to our school or students are taken seriously and investigated thoroughly. We wanted you to have the facts so you can talk to your children and impress upon them the seriousness of threats in today’s society.

Sincerely,

Michael Comeaux
Anna ISD Superintendent